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Abstract—Blockchain technologies are facing a scalability chal-
lenge, which must be overcome to guarantee a wider adoption of
the technology. This scalability issue is due to the use of consensus
algorithms to guarantee the total order of the chain of blocks (and
of the transactions within each block). However, total order is
often overkilling, since important advanced applications of smart-
contracts do not require a total order among all operations. A
much higher scalability can potentially be achieved if a more
relaxed order (instead of a total order) can be exploited.

In this paper, we propose a distributed concurrent data
type, called Setchain, which improves scalability significantly. A
Setchain implements a grow-only set object whose elements are
not ordered, unlike conventional blockchain operations. When
convenient, the Setchain allows forcing a synchronization barrier
that assigns permanently an epoch number to a subset of the
latest elements added. Therefore, two operations in the same
epoch are not ordered, while two operations in different epochs
are ordered by their respective epoch number. We present
different Byzantine-tolerant implementations of Setchain, prove
their correctness and report on an empirical evaluation of a
prototype implementation.

Our results show that Setchain is orders of magnitude faster
than consensus-based ledgers, since it implements grow-only sets
with epoch synchronization instead of total order. Moreover, since
the Setchain barriers can be synchronized with the underlying
blockchain, Setchain objects can be used as a sidechain to
implement many smart contract solutions with much faster
operations than on basic blockchains.

Index Terms—Distributed systems, blockchain, byzantine dis-
tributed objects, consensus, Setchain.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. The Problem

Distributed ledgers (also known as blockchains) were first
proposed by Nakamoto in 2009 [21] in the implementation
of Bitcoin, as a method to eliminate trustable third parties
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in electronic payment systems. Modern blockchains incorpo-
rate smart contracts [28], [33], which are state-full programs
stored in the blockchain that describe the functionality of
the transactions, including the exchange of cryptocurrency.
Smart contracts allow to describe sophisticated functionality,
enabling many applications in decentralized finances (DeFi)1,
decentralized governance, Web3, etc.

The main element of all distributed ledgers is the
“blockchain,” which is a distributed object that contains,
packed in blocks, the ordered list of transactions performed
on behalf of the users [14], [13]. This object is maintained by
multiple servers without a central authority by using consensus
algorithms that are resilient to Byzantine attacks.

However, a current major obstacle for a faster widespread
adoption of blockchain technologies is their limited scala-
bility, due to the delay introduced by Byzantine consensus
algorithms [8], [31]. Ethereum [33], one of the most popular
blockchains, is limited to less than 4 blocks per minute, each
containing less than two thousand transactions. Bitcoin [21]
offers even lower throughput. These figures are orders of
magnitude slower than what many decentralized applications
require, and can ultimately jeopardize the adoption of the
technology in many promising domains. This limit in the
throughput of the blockchain also increases the price per
operation, due to the high demand to execute operations.

Consequently, there is a growing interest in techniques to
improve the scalability of blockchains [20], [35]. Approaches
include (1) the search for faster consensus algorithms [32], (2)
the use of parallel techniques, like sharding [10], (3) building
application-specific blockchains with Inter-Blockchain Com-
munication capabilities [34], [19], or (4) extracting func-
tionality out of the blockchain, while trying to preserve the
guarantees of the blockchain: the “layer 2” (L2) approach [17].
L2 approaches include the computation off-chain of Zero-

1As of December 2021, the monetary value locked in DeFi was estimated
to be around $100B, according to Statista https://www.statista.com/statistics/
1237821/defi-market-size-value-crypto-locked-usd/.
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Knowledge proofs [2], which only need to be checked on-
chain (hopefully more efficiently) [1], the adoption of limited
(but useful) functionality like channels (e.g., Lightning [22]),
or the deployment of optimistic rollups (e.g., Arbitrum [18])
based on avoiding running the contracts in the servers (except
when needed to annotate claims and resolve disputes).

In this paper, we propose an alternative approach to increase
blockchain scalability that exploits the following observation.
It has been traditionally assumed that cryptocurrencies require
total order to guarantee the absence of double-spending. How-
ever, many useful applications and functionalities (including
cryptocurrencies [16]) can tolerate more relaxed guarantees,
where operations are only partially ordered. We propose here a
Byzantine-fault tolerant implementation of a distributed grow-
only set [27], [5], equipped with an additional operation for
introducing points of barrier synchronization (where all servers
agree on the contents of the set). Between barriers, elements of
the distributed set can temporarily be known by some but not
all servers. We call this distributed data structure a Setchain.
A blockchain B implementing Setchain (as well as blocks)
can align the consolidation of the blocks of B with barrier
synchronizations, obtaining a very efficient set object as side
data type, with the same Byzantine-tolerance guarantees that
B itself offers.

There are two extreme implementations of a transaction set
with epochs (like Setchain) in the context of blockchains:

a) A Completely off-chain implementation: The major
drawback is that from the point of view of the underlying
blockchain the resulting implementation does not have the
trustability and accountability guarantees that blockchains
offer. One example of this approach are mempools. Mempools
(short for memory pools) are a P2P data type used by
most blockchains to maintain a set of pending transactions.
Mempools fulfill two objectives: (1) to prevent distributed
attacks to the servers that mine blocks and (2) to serve as
a pool of transaction requests from where block producers
select operations. Nowadays, mempools are receiving a lot of
attention, since they suffer from lack of accountability and are
a source of attacks [26], [25], including front-running [9], [24],
[30]. Our proposed data structure, Setchain, offers a much
stronger accountability, because it is resilient to Byzantine
attacks and the contents of the set that Setchain maintains
is public and cannot be forged.

b) Completely on-chain solution: Consider the following
implementation (in a language similar to Solidity), where add

is used to add elements, and epochinc to increase epochs.

contract Epoch {
uint public epoch = 0;
set public the_set = emptyset;
mapping(uint => set) public history;
function add(elem data) public {

the_set.add(data);
}
function epochinc() public {

history[++epoch] = the_set.setminus(history);
}

}

Since epoch, the_set, and history are defined public, there
is an implicit getter function for each of them2. One problem
of this implementation is that every time we add an element,
the_set gets bigger, which can affect the required cost to
execute the contract. A second more important problem is
that adding elements is slow—as slow as interacting with the
blockchain—while our main goal is to provide a much faster
data structure than the blockchain.

Our approach is faster, and can be deployed indepen-
dently of the underlying blockchain or synchronized with the
blockchain nodes. Thus, it lies between of these two extremes.

For any given blockchain B, we propose an implementation
of Setchain that (1) is much more efficient than implementing
and executing operations directly in B; (2) offers the same
decentralized guarantees against Byzantine attacks than B, and
(3) can be synchronized with the evolution of B, so contracts
could potentially inspect the contents of the Setchain. In a
nutshell, these goals are achieved by using faster operations
for the coordination among the servers (namely, reliable broad-
cast) for non-synchronized element insertions, and use only a
consensus like algorithm for epoch changes.

B. Motivation

The potential applications that motivate the development of
Setchain include:

1) Mempool: User transaction requests are nowadays stored
in a mempool before they are chosen by miners, and once
mined the information is lost. Recording and studying the
evolution of mempools would require an additional object
serving as a mempool log system, which must be fast enough
to record every attempt of interaction with the mempool
without affecting the underlying blockchain’s performance.
Setchain as a sidechain can be used to implement one such
trustable log system.

2) Scalability by L2 Optimistic Rollups: Optimistic rollups,
like Arbitrum [18], use the fact that computation can be done
outside the blockchain, posting on-chain only claims about
its evolution. In this optimistic strategy users can propose
the next state of the “contract.” After some time, the arbitrer
smart contract on-chain assumes that a given proposed step
is correct, and executes the annotated effects. A conflict
resolution algorithm, also part of the contract on-chain, is used
to resolve disputes. This protocol does not require a strict total
order, but only a record of the actions proposed. Moreover,
conflict resolutions can be reduced to claim validations, which
could be performed by the maintainers of the Setchain.

3) Sidechain Data: Finally, Setchain can also be used as
a general side-chain service used to store and modify data
synchronized with the blocks. Applications that require only
to update information in the storage space of a smart contract,
like digital registries, can benefit from faster (and therefore
cheaper) methods to manipulate the storage without invoking
expensive blockchain operations.

2In a public blockchain this function is not needed, since the set of elements
can be directly obtained from the state of the blockchain.



C. Contributions.

In summary, the contributions of the paper are the following:
• the design and implementation of a side-chain data struc-

ture called distributed Setchain,
• several implementations of Setchain, providing different

levels of abstraction and algorithmic implementation im-
provements,

• an empirical evaluation of a prototype implementation,
which suggests that Setchain is several orders of magni-
tude faster than consensus.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II con-
tains preliminary model and assumptions. Section III describes
the intended properties of Setchain. Section IV describes three
different implementations of Setchain where we follow an
incremental approach. Alg. Basic and Slow are required to
explain how we have arrived to Alg. Fast, which is the fastest
and most robust. Section V proves the correctness of Alg.Fast.
Section VI discusses an empirical evaluation of our prototype
implementations of the different algorithms. Section VII shows
how to make the use of Setchain more robust against Byzantine
servers. Finally, Section VIII concludes the paper.

II. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we present the model of computation as well
as the building blocks used in our Setchain algorithms.

A. Model of Computation

A distributed system consists of processes—clients and
servers—with an underlying communication graph in which
each process can communicate with every other process. The
communication is performed using message passing. Each
process computes independently and at its own speed, and the
internals of each process remain unknown to other processes.
Message transfer delays are arbitrary but finite and also remain
always unknown to processes. The intention is that servers will
communicate among themselves to implement a distributed
data type with certain guarantees, and clients can communicate
with servers to exercise the data type.

Processes can fail arbitrarily, but the number of failing
servers is bounded by f , and the total number of servers,
n, is at least 3f + 1. We assume reliable channels between
non-Byzantine (correct) processes, so no message is lost,
duplicated or modified. Each process (client or server) has
a pair of public and private keys. The public keys have been
distributed reliably to all the processes that may interact with
each other. Therefore, we discard the possibility of spurious
or fake processes. We assume that messages are authenticated,
so that messages corrupted or fabricated by Byzantine pro-
cesses are detected and discarded by correct processes [7]. As
result, communication between correct processes is reliable
but asynchronous by default. However, for the set consensus
service we use as a basic building block, partial synchrony
is required [6], [15], as presented below. Observe that this
requirement is only for the messages and computation of the
protocol implementing this service. Finally, we assume that
there is a mechanism for clients to create “valid objects” that

servers can check locally. In the context of blockchains this is
implemented using public-key cryptography.

B. Building Blocks

We will use four building blocks to implement Setchain:
1) Byzantine Reliable Broadcast (BRB): The BRB ser-

vice [3], [23], allows to broadcast messages to a set of
processes guaranteeing that messages sent by correct processes
are eventually received by all correct processes and that all
correct processes eventually receive the same set of mes-
sages. The service provides a primitive BRB.Broadcast(m) for
sending messages and an event BRB.Deliver(m) for receiving
messages. Some important properties of BRB are:
• BRB-Validity: If a correct process pi executes

BRB.Deliver(m) and m was sent by a correct process
pj , then pj executed BRB.Broadcast(m) in the past.

• BRB-Termination(Local): If a correct process executes
BRB.Broadcast(m), then it executes BRB.Deliver(m).

• BRB-Termination(Global): If a correct process exe-
cutes BRB.Deliver(m), then all correct processes execute
BRB.Deliver(m).

Note that BRB does not guarantee the delivery of messages
in the same order to two different correct participants.

2) Byzantine Atomic Broadcast (BAB): The BAB ser-
vice [11] extends BRB with an additional guarantee: a to-
tal order of delivery of the messages. BAB provides the
same operation and event as BRB, which we will rename
as BAB.Broadcast(m) and BAB.Deliver(m). In addition to
validity and termination, BAB services also provide:
• Total Order: If two correct processes p and q both

BAB.Deliver(m) and BAB.Deliver(m′), then p delivers
m before m′, if and only if q delivers m before m′.

BAB has been proven to be as hard as consensus [11], and
thus, is subject to the same limitations [15].

3) Byzantine Distributed Grow-only Sets (DSO) [5]: Sets
are one of the most basic and fundamental data structures
in computer science, which typically include operations for
adding and removing elements. Adding and removing opera-
tions do not commute, and thus, distributed implementations
require additional mechanisms to keep replicas synchronized
to prevent conflicting local states. One solution is to allow
only additions. Hence, a grow-only set is a set in which
elements can only be added but not removed (implementable
as a conflict-free replicated data structure [27]).

Let A be an alphabet of values. A grow-only set GS is
a concurrent object maintaining an internal set GS.S ⊆ A
offering two operations for any process p:
• GS.add(r) : adds an element r ∈ A to the set GS.S.
• GS.get() : retrieves the internal set of elements GS.S.

Initially, the set GS.S is empty. A Byzantine distributed grow-
only set object (DSO) is a concurrent grow-only set imple-
mented in a distributed manner [5] and tolerant to Byzantine
attacks. Some important properties of these DSOs are:
• Byzantine Completeness: All get() and add() opera-

tions invoked by correct processes eventually complete.



• DSO-AddGet: All add(r) operations will eventually
result in r being in the set returned by all get().

• DSO-GetAdd: Each element r returned by get() was
added using add(r) in the past.

4) Set Byzantine Consensus (SBC): SBC, introduced in
RedBelly [6], is a Byzantine-tolerant distributed problem,
similar to consensus. In SBC, each participant proposes a
set of elements (in the particular case of RedBelly, a set of
transactions). After SBC finishes, all correct servers agree on
a set of valid elements which is guaranteed to be a subset
of the union of the proposed sets. Intuitively, SBC efficiently
runs binary consensus to agree on the sets proposed by each
participant, such that if the outcome is positive then the
set proposed is included in the final set consensus. Some
properties of SBC are:
• SBC-Termination: every correct process eventually de-

cides a set of elements.
• SBC-Agreement: no two correct process decide different

sets of elements.
• SBC-Validity: when SBC is used on sets of transactions,

the decided set of transactions is a valid non-conflicting
subset of the union of the proposed sets.

• SBC-Nontriviality: if all processes are correct and pro-
pose an identical set, then this is the decided set.

The RedBelly algorithm [6] solves SBC in a system with
partial synchrony: there is an unknown global stabilization
time after which communication is synchronous. (Other SBC
algorithms may have different partial synchrony assumptions.)
Then, [6] proposes to use SBC to replace consensus algorithms
in blockchains, seeking to improve scalability, because all
transactions to be included in the next block can be decided
with one execution of the SBC algorithm. Every server com-
putes the same block by applying a deterministic function that
totally orders the decided set of transactions, removing invalid
or conflicting transactions.

Our use of SBC is different from implementing a
blockchain. We use it to synchronize the barriers between
local views of distributed grow-only sets. To guarantee that
all elements are eventually assigned to epochs, we need the
following property in the SBC service used.
• SBC-Censorship-Resistance: there is a time τ after

which, if the proposed sets of all correct processes contain
the same element e, then e will be in the decided set.

In RedBelly, this property holds because after the global
stabilization time, all set consensus rounds decide sets from
correct processes [6, Theorem 3].

III. THE SETCHAIN DISTRIBUTED DATA STRUCTURE

A key concept of Setchain is the epoch number, which is
a global counter that the distributed data structure maintains.
The synchronization barrier is realized as an epoch change: the
epoch number is increased and the elements in the grow-only
set that have not been assigned a previous epoch are stamped
with the new epoch number.

A. API and Server State of the Setchain

We consider a universe U of elements that client processes
can inject into the set. We also assume that servers can locally
validate an element e ∈ U . A Setchain is a distributed data
structure where a set of server nodes, D, maintain:
• a set the_set ⊆ U of elements added;
• a natural number epoch ∈ N;
• a map history : [1..epoch] → P(U), that describes

the sets of elements that have been stamped with an epoch
number (P(U) denotes the power set of U ).

Each server node v ∈ D supports three operations, available
to any client process:
• v.add(e): requests to add e to the_set.
• v.get(): returns the values of the_set, history, and
epoch, as seen by v.

• v.epoch_inc(h) triggers an epoch change (i.e., a syn-
chronization barrier). It must hold that h = epoch+ 1.

Informally, a client process p invokes a v.get() operation
in node v to obtain (S,H, h), which is v’s view of set
v.the_set and map v.history, with domain [1 . . . h].
Process p invokes v.add(e) to insert a new element e in
v.the_set, and v.epoch_inc(h + 1) to request an epoch
increment. At server v, the set v.the_set contains the
knowledge of v about elements that have been added, in-
cluding those that have not been assigned an epoch yet,
while v.history contains only those elements that have
been assigned an epoch. A typical scenario is that an element
e ∈ U is first perceived by v to be in the_set, to eventually
be stamped and copied to history in an epoch increment.
However, as we will see, some implementations allow other
ways to insert elements, in which v gets to know e for the first
time during an epoch change. The operation epoch_inc()
initiates the process of collecting elements in the_set at
each node and collaboratively decide which ones are stamped
with the current epoch.

Initially, both the_set and history are empty and
epoch = 0 in every correct server. Note that client pro-
cesses can insert elements to the_set through add(), but
only servers decide how to update history, which client
processes can only influence by invoking epoch_inc().

At a given point in time, the view of the_set may differ
from server to server. The Setchain data structure we propose
only provides eventual consistency guarantees, as defined next.

B. Desired Properties

We specify now properties of correct implementations of
Setchain. We provide first a low-level specification that as-
sumes that clients interact with a correct server. Even though
clients cannot be sure of whether the server they contact is
correct we will see how they can later check and confirm that
the operations were successful. These low-level primitives are
also used in Section VII to build a protocol that allows correct
clients to perform operations even when they interact with
Byzantine servers, at the price of performance.

We start by requiring from a Setchain that every add,
get, and epoch_inc operation issued on a correct server



eventually terminates. We say that element e is in epoch i in
history H (e.g., returned by a get invocation) if e ∈ H(i).
We say that element e is in H if there is an epoch i such that
e ∈ H(i). The first property states that epochs only contain
elements coming from the grow-only set.

Property 1 (Consistent Sets): Let (S,H, h) = v.get() be
the result of an invocation to a correct server v. Then, for each
i ≤ h,H(i) ⊆ S.
The second property states that every element added to a
correct server is eventually returned in all future gets issued
on the same server.

Property 2 (Add-Get-Local): Let v.add(e) be an operation
invoked to a correct server v. Then, eventually all invocations
(S,H, h) = v.get() satisfy e ∈ S.
The next property states that elements present in a correct
server are propagated to all correct servers.

Property 3 (Get-Global): Let v, w be two correct servers, let
e ∈ U and let (S,H, h) = v.get(). If e ∈ S, then eventually
all invocations (S′, H ′, h′) = w.get() satisfy that e ∈ S′.
We assume in the rest of the paper that at every point in time,
there is a future instant at which epoch_inc() is invoked
and completed. This is a reasonable assumption in any real
practical scenario, since it can be easily guaranteed using
timeouts. Then, the following property states that all elements
added are eventually assigned an epoch.

Property 4 (Eventual-Get): Let v be a correct server, let
e ∈ U and let (S,H, h) = v.get(). If e ∈ S, then eventually
all invocations (S′, H ′, h′) = v.get() satisfy that e ∈ H ′.
The previous three properties imply the following property.

Property 5 (Get-After-Add): Let v.add(e) be an operation
invoked on a correct server v with e ∈ U . Then, eventually
all invocations (S,H, h) = w.get() satisfy that e ∈ H , for
all correct servers w.
An element can be in at most one epoch, and no element can
be in two different epochs even if the history sets are obtained
from get invocations to two different (correct) servers.

Property 6 (Unique Epoch): Let v be a correct server,
(S,H, h) = v.get(), and let i, i′ ≤ h with i 6= i′. Then,
H(i) ∩H(i′) = ∅.
All correct server processes agree on the epoch contents.

Property 7 (Consistent Gets): Let v, w be correct servers,
let (S,H, h) = v.get() and (S′, H ′, h′) = w.get(), and let
i ≤ min(h, h′). Then H(i) = H ′(i).
Property 7 states that the histories returned by two get
invocations to correct servers are one the prefix of the other.
However, since two elements e and e′ can be inserted at two
different correct servers—which can take time to propagate—,
the the_set part of get obtained from two correct servers
may not be contained in one another.

Finally, we require that every element in the history comes
from the result of a client adding the element.

Property 8 (Add-before-Get): Let v be a correct server,
(S,H, h) = v.get(), and e ∈ S. Then, there was an operation
w.add(e) in the past.

Properties 1, 6, 7 and 8 are safety properties. Properties 2,
3, 4 and 5 are liveness properties.

Algorithm Central Single server implementation.

1: Init: epoch← 0, history← ∅
2: Init: the_set← ∅
3: function GET( )
4: return (the_set,history,epoch)

5: function ADD(e)
6: assert valid(e)
7: the_set← the_set ∪ {e}
8: function EPOCHINC(h)
9: assert h ≡ epoch+ 1

10: proposal← the_set \
⋃epoch

k=1 history(k)
11: history← history ∪ {〈h, proposal〉}
12: epoch← epoch+ 1

IV. IMPLEMENTATIONS

In this section, we describe implementations of Setchain that
satisfy the properties in Section III. We first describe a cen-
tralized sequential implementation, and then three distributed
implementations. The first distributed implementation is built
using a Byzantine distributed grow-only set object (DSO) to
maintain the_set, and Byzantine atomic broadcast (BAB)
for epoch increments. The second distributed implementation
is also built using DSO, but it uses Byzantine reliable broad-
cast (BRB) to announce epoch increments and set Byzantine
consensus (SBC) for epoch changes. Finally, the third one uses
local sets, BRB for broadcasting elements and epoch increment
announcements, and SBC for epoch changes.

A. Sequential Implementation

Alg. Central shows a centralized solution, which maintains
two local sets, the_set—to record added elements—, and
history, which is implemented as a collection of pairs
〈h,A〉 where h is an epoch number and A is a set of
elements. We use history(h) to refer to the set A in the pair
〈h,A〉 ∈ history. A natural number epoch is incremented
each time there is a new epoch. The operations are: Add(e),
which checks that element e is valid and adds it to the_set,
and Get(), which returns (the_set,history,epoch).

B. Distributed Implementations

1) First approach. DSO and BAB: Alg. Basic uses two
external services: DSO and BAB. We denote messages with
the name of the message followed by its content as in
“epinc(h, proposal, i)”. The variable the_set is not a local
set anymore, but a DSO initialized empty with Init() in line 2.
The function Get() invokes the DSO Get() function (line 4) to
fetch the set of elements. The function EpochInc(h) triggers
the mechanism required to increment an epoch and reach a
consensus on the elements. This process begins by computing
a local proposal set, of those elements added but not stamped
(line 14). The proposal set is then broadcasted using a BAB
service alongside the epoch number h and the server node id
i (line 15). Then, the server waits to receive exactly 2f + 1
proposals, and keeps the set of elements E present in at
least f + 1 proposals, which guarantees that each element



Algorithm Basic Server i implementation using DSO and BAB

1: Init: epoch← 0, history← ∅
2: Init: the_set←DSO.Init()
3: function GET( )
4: return (the_set.Get(),history,epoch)
5: function ADD(e)
6: assert valid(e)
7: the_set.Add(e)

12: function EPOCHINC(h)
13: assert h ≡ epoch+ 1
14: proposal← the_set.Get() \

⋃epoch
k=1 history(k)

15: BAB.Broadcast(epinc(h, proposal, i))
16: upon (BAB.Deliver(epinc(h, proposal, j))
17: from 2f + 1 different servers j for the same h) do
18: assert h ≡ epoch+ 1
19: E ← {e : e ∈ proposal for at least f + 1 different j}
20: history← history ∪ {〈h,E〉}
21: epoch← epoch+ 1
22: end upon

e ∈ E was proposed by at least one correct server. The use of
BAB guarantees that every message sent by a correct server
eventually reaches every other correct server in the same order,
so all correct servers use the same set of 2f + 1 proposals.
Therefore, all correct servers arrive to the same conclusion,
and the set E is added as epoch h in history in line 20.

Alg. Basic, while easy to understand and prove correct, is
not efficient. To start, in order to complete an epoch increment,
it requires at least 3f + 1 calls to EpochInc(h) to different
servers, so at least 2f + 1 proposals are received (the f
Byzantine severs may not propose anything). Another source
of inefficiency comes from the use of off-the-shelf building
blocks. For instance, every time a DSO Get() is invoked, many
messages are exchanged to compute a reliable local view of the
set [5]. Similarly, every epoch change requires a DSO Get()
in line 14 to create a proposal. Additionally, line 17 requires
waiting for 2f + 1 atomic broadcast deliveries to take place.
The most natural implementations of BAB services solve one
consensus per message delivered (see Fig. 7 in [4]), which
would make this algorithm very slow. We solve these problems
in two alternative algorithms.

2) Second approach. Avoiding BAB: Alg. Slow improves
the performance of Alg. Basic in several ways. First, it uses
BRB to propagate epoch increments, so a client does not need
to contact more than one server. Second, the use of BAB
and the wait for the arrival of 2f + 1 messages in line 17
of Alg. Basic is replaced by using a SBC algorithm, which
allows solving several consensus instances simultaneously.

Ideally, when an EpochInc(h) is triggered unstampped
elements in the local the_set of each correct server should
be stamped with the new epoch number and added to the
set history. However, we need to guarantee that for every
epoch the set history is the same in every correct server.
Alg Basic enforced this using BAB and counting sufficient
received messages. Alg. Slow uses SBC to solve several
independent consensus instances simultaneously, one on each

Algorithm Slow Server i implementation using DSO, and reliably
broadcast (BRB) and set Byzantine consensus (SBC).

11: . . . . Get and Add as in Alg. Basic
12: function EPOCHINC(h)
13: assert h ≡ epoch+ 1
14: BRB.Broadcast(epinc(h))
15: upon (BRB.Deliver(epinc(h)) and h < epoch+ 1) do
16: drop
17: end upon
18: upon (BRB.Deliver(h) and h ≡ epoch+ 1) do
19: assert prop[h] ≡ null
20: prop[h]← the_set.Get() \

⋃epoch
k=1 history(k)

21: SBC[h].Propose(prop[h])
22: end upon
23: upon (SBC[h].SetDeliver(propset) and h ≡ epoch+ 1) do
24: E ← {e : e ∈ at least f + 1 different propset[j]}
25: history← history ∪ {〈h,E〉}
26: epoch← epoch+ 1
27: end upon

Algorithm Fast Server implementation using a local set, Byzantine
reliable broadcast (BRB) and set Byzantine consensus (SBC).

1: Init: epoch← 0, history← ∅
2: Init: the_set← ∅
3: function GET( )
4: return (the_set,history,epoch)

5: function ADD(e)
6: assert valid(e) and e /∈ the_set
7: BRB.Broadcast(add(e))
8: upon (BRB.Deliver(add(e))) do
9: assert valid(e)

10: the_set← the_set ∪ {e}
11: end upon
12: function EPOCHINC(h)
13: assert h ≡ epoch+ 1
14: BRB.Broadcast(epinc(h))
15: upon (BRB.Deliver(epinc(h)) and h < epoch+ 1) do
16: drop
17: end upon
18: upon (BRB.Deliver(epinc(h)) and h ≡ epoch+ 1) do
19: assert prop[h] ≡ ∅
20: prop[h]← the_set \

⋃epoch
k=1 history(k)

21: SBC[h].Propose(prop[h])
22: end upon
23: upon (SBC[h].SetDeliver(propset) and h ≡ epoch+ 1) do
24: E ← {e : e ∈ propset[j], valid(e) ∧ e /∈ history}
25: history← history ∪ {〈h,E〉}
26: the_set← the_set ∪ E
27: epoch← epoch+ 1
28: end upon

participant’s proposal. Line 14 broadcasts an invitation to an
epoch change, which causes correct servers to build a proposed
set and propose it the SBC. There is one instance of SBC per
epoch change, identified by h. With SBC each correct server
receives the same set of proposals (where each proposal is a set
of elements). Then, every node applies the same function to the
same set of proposals reaching the same conclusion on how to
update history(h). The function preserves elements that are



present in at least f + 1 proposed sets, which are guaranteed
to have been proposed by some correct server. Observe that
Alg. Slow still triggers one invocation of the DSO Get at each
server to build the local proposal.

3) Final approach. BRB and SBC without DSOs: Alg. Fast,
avoids the cascade of messages that DSO Get calls require
by dissecting the internals of the DSO, and incorporating the
internal steps in the Setchain algorithm directly. This idea
exploits the fact that a correct Setchain server is a correct
client of the DSO, and there is no need for the DSO to
be defensive (this illustrates that using Byzantine resilient
building blocks does not compose efficiently, but exploring
this general idea is out of the scope of this paper).

Alg. Fast implements the_set using a local set (line 2).
Elements received in Add(e) are propagated using BRB. At
any given point in time two correct servers may have a
different local sets (due to pending BRB deliveries) but each
element added in one server will eventually be known to
all others. The local variable history is only updated in
line 25 as a result of a SBC round. Therefore, all correct
servers will agree on the same sets formed by unstamped
elements proposed by some servers. Additionally, Alg. Fast
updates the_set to account for elements that are new to the
server (line 26) , guaranteeing that all elements in history
are also in the_set. Note that this opens the opportunity
to add elements directly by proposing them during an epoch
change without broadcasting them before. This optimization
is exploited in Section VI to speed up the algorithm further.
As a final note, Alg. Fast allows a Byzantine server to bypass
Add to propose elements, which will be accepted as long as
the elements are valid. This is equivalent to a client proposing
an element using an Add operation, which is then successfully
propagated in an epoch change.

V. PROOF OF CORRECTNESS

We prove now the correctness of Alg. Fast. We first show
that all stamped elements are in the_set, which implies
Prop. 1 (Consistent Sets).

Lemma 1: For every correct server v, at the end of each
function/upon,

⋃
h v.history(h) ⊆ v.the_set.

Proof: Let v be a correct server. The only way to add
elements to v.history is at line 25, which is followed by
line 26 which adds the same elements to v.the_set. The
only other instruction that modifies v.the_set is line 10
which only makes the set grow.

Prop. 2 (Add-Get- Local) follows directly from the code of
Add(), line 4 of Get() and Property BRB-Termination(Local)
of BRB (see Section II).

The following lemma shows that elements in a correct server
are propagated to all correct servers, which is equivalent to
Prop. 3 (Get-Global).

Lemma 2: Let v be a correct server and e an element in
v.the_set. Then e will eventually be in w.the_set for
every correct server w.

Proof: Initially, v.the_set is empty. There are two
ways to add an element e to v.the_set: (1) At line 10,

so e is valid and was received via a BRB.Deliver(add(e)).
By Property BRB-Termination(Global) of BRB (see Sec-
tion II), every correct server w will eventually execute
BRB.Deliver(add(e)), and then (since e is valid), w will add it
to w.the_set in line 10. (2) At line 26, so element e is valid
and was received as an element in one of the sets in propset
from SBC[h].SetDeliver(propset) with h = v.epoch + 1.
By properties SBC-Termination SBC-Agreement and SBC-
Validity of SBC (see Section II), all correct servers agree on
the same set of proposals. Therefore, if v adds e then w either
adds it or has it already in its w.history which implies
by Lemma 1 that e ∈ w.the_set. In either case, e will
eventually be in w.the_set.

The following lemmas reason about how elements are
stamped.

Lemma 3: Let v be a correct server and e ∈ v.history(h)
for some h. Then, for any h′ 6= h, e /∈ v.history(h′).

Proof: It follows directly from the check that e is not
injected at v.history(h) if e ∈ v.history in line 25.

Lemma 4: Let v and w be correct servers. At a point in
time, let h be such that v.epoch ≥ h and w.epoch ≥ h.
Then v.history(h) = w.history(h).

Proof: The proof proceeds by induction on epoch.
The base case is epoch = 0, which holds trivially since
v.history(0) = w.history(0) = ∅. Variable epoch is
only incremented in one unit in line 27, after history(h)
has been changed in line 25 when h = epoch+1. In that line,
v and w are in the same phase on SBC (for the same h). By
SBC-Agreement, v and w receive the same propset, both v
and w validate all elements equally, and (by inductive hypoth-
esis), for each h′ ≤ epoch it holds that e ∈ v.history(h′)
if and only if e ∈ w.history(h′). Therefore, in line 25 both
v and w update history(h) equally, and after line 27 it
holds that v.history(epoch) = w.history(epoch).

Lemma 5: Let v and w be correct servers. If e ∈
v.the_set. Then, eventually e is in w.history.

Proof: By Lemma 2 every correct server z will satisfy
e ∈ z.the_set at some t > τ . By assumption, there is a
new EpochInc() after t (let the epoch number be h). If e is
already in history(h′) for h′ < h we are done, since from
Lemma 4 in this case at the end of the SBC phase for h′ every
correct server node w has e in w.history(h′). If e is not in
history at t then, SBC-Censorship-Resistance guarantees
that the decided set will contain e. Therefore, at line 25 every
correct server w will add e to w.history(h).

Lemma 5 imply that all elements will be stamped, i.e.
Prop. 4 (Eventual-Get). Prop. 5 (Get-After-Add) follows from
Props. 2, 3 and 4. Lemma 3 directly implies Prop. 6 (Unique
Epoch). Finally, Lemma 4 is equivalent to Prop. 7 (Consistent
Gets).

Finally, we discuss Prop. 8 (Add-before-Get). If valid ele-
ments can only be created by clients and added using Add(e)
the property trivially holds. If valid elements can be created by,
for example Byzantine servers, then they can inject elements
in the_set and history of correct servers without using
Add(). They can either execute directly a BRB.Broadcast or



directly via the SBC in epoch rounds. In these case, Alg. Fast
satisfies a weaker version of (Add-before-Get) that states that
elements returned by Get() are either added by Add(), by a
BRB.Broadcast or injected in the SBC phase.

VI. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION

We have implemented the server code for DSO, BRB
and SBC and using these building blocks we have imple-
mented Alg. Slow and Alg. Fast. Our prototype is written in
Golang [12] 1.16 with message passing using ZeroMQ [29]
over TCP. Our testing platform uses Docker running on a
server with 2 Intel Xeon CPU processors at 3GHz with 36
cores and 256GB RAM, running Ubuntu 18.04 Linux64. Each
Setchain server node was wrapped in a Docker container
with no limit on CPU or RAM usage. Alg. Slow implements
a Setchain and a DSO as two standalone executables that
communicate using remote procedure calls on the internal
loopback network interface of the Docker container. The RPC
server and client are taken from the Golang standard library.
For Alg. Fast everything resides in a single executable. For
both algorithms, we evaluate two versions, one where each
element inserted causes a broadcast and another where servers
aggregate locally inserted elements until a maximum message
size (of 106 elements) or a maximum element timeout (of 5s)
is reached. In all cases elements have 116-126 bytes.

We evaluate empirically the following hypothesis:
• (H1): The maximum rate of elements that can be inserted

is much higher than the maximum epoch rate.
• (H2): Alg. Fast performs better than Alg. Slow.
• (H3): The aggregated versions perform better than the

basic versions.
• (H4) Silent Byzantine servers do not affect dramatically

the performance.
• (H5) The performance does not degrade over time.
To evaluate these hypotheses, we carried out the experi-

ments described below and reported in Fig. 1. In all cases,
operations are injected by clients running within the same
Docker container. Resident memory was always enough such
that in no experiment the operating system needed to recur
to disk swapping. All the experiments consider deployments
with 4, 7, or 10 server nodes, and each running experiment
reported is taken from the average of 10 executions.

We tested first how many epochs per minute our Setchain
implementations can handle. In these runs, we did not add
any element and we incremented the epoch rate to find out the
smallest latency between an epoch and the subsequent one. We
run it with 4, 7, and 10 nodes, with and without Byzantines
servers. This is reported in Fig. 1(a).

In our second experiment, we estimated empirically how
many elements per minute can be added using our four
different implementations of Setchain (Alg. Slow and Alg. Fast
with and without aggregation), without any epoch increment.
This is reported in Fig. 1(b). In this experiment Alg. Slow and
Alg. Fast perform similarly. With aggregation Alg. Slow and
Alg. Fast also perform similarly, but one order of magnitude
better than without aggregation, confirming (H3). Putting

together Fig. 1(a) and (b) one can conclude that sets are three
orders of magnitude faster than epoch changes, confirming
(H1).

In our third experiment, we compare the performance of our
implementations combining epoch increments and insertion
of elements. We set the epoch rate at 1 epoch change per
second and calculated the maximum add ratio. The outcome
is reported in Fig. 1(c), which shows that Alg. Fast outper-
forms Alg. Slow. In fact, Alg. Fast+set even outperforms
Alg. Slow+set by a factor of roughly 5 for 4 nodes and by
a factor of roughly 2 for 7 and 10 nodes. Alg. Fast+set can
handle 8x the elements added by Alg. Fast for 4 nodes and 30x
for 7 and 10 nodes. The benefits of Alg. Fast+set over Alg. Fast
increase as the number of nodes increase because Alg. Fast+set
avoids the broadcasting of elements which generates a number
of messages that is quadratic in the number of nodes in
the network. This experiment confirms (H2) and (H3). The
difference between Alg. Fast and Alg. Slow was not observable
in the previous experiment (without epoch changes) because
the main difference is in how servers proceed to collect
elements to vote during epoch changes.

The next experiment explores how silent Byzantine servers
affect Alg. Fast+set. We implement silent Byzantine servers
and run for 4,7 and 10 nodes with an epoch change ratio of 1
per second, calculating the maximum add rate. This is reported
in Fig. 1(d). Silent Byzantine servers degrade the speed for 4
nodes as in this case the implementation considers the silent
server very frequently in the validation phase, but it can be
observed that this effect is much smaller for larger number of
servers, validating (H4).

In the final experiment, we run 4 servers for a long time (30
minutes) with an epoch ratio of 5 epochs per second and add
requests to 50% of the maximum rate. We compute the time
elapsed between the moment in which the client requests an
add and the moment at which the element is stamped. Fig. 1(e)
and (f) show the maximum and average times for the elements
inserted in the last second. In the case of Alg. Fast, the worst
case during the 30 minutes experiment was around 8 seconds,
but the majority of the elements were inserted within 1 sec
or less. For Alg. Fast+set the maximum times were 5 seconds
repeated in many occasions during the long run (5 seconds
was the timeout to force a broadcast). This happens when an
element fails to be inserted using the set consensus and ends
up being broadcasted. In both cases the behavior does not
degrade with long runs, confirming (H5).

Considering that epoch changes is essentially a set con-
sensus, our experiments suggest that inserting elements in a
Setchain is three orders of magnitude faster than performing
consensus. However, a full validation of this hypothesis would
require to fully implement Setchain on performant gossip
protocols and compare with comparable consensus implemen-
tations.

VII. DISTRIBUTED PARTIAL ORDER OBJECTS (DPO)

The algorithms presented in Section IV and the proofs in
Section V consider the case of clients contacting a correct
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Fig. 1. Experimental results. Alg. Slow+set and Alg. Fast+set are the versions of the algorithms with aggregation. Byzantine servers are simply silent.

Algorithm 4 Correct client protocol for DPO (for Alg. Slow
and Fast).

1: function DPO.ADD(e)
2: call Add(e) in f + 1 different servers.
3: function DPO.GET( )
4: call Get() in at least 3f + 1 different servers.
5: wait 2f + 1 resp s.(the_set,history,epoch)
6: S ← {e|e ∈ s.the_set in at least f + 1 servers s}
7: H ← ∅
8: i← 1
9: N ← {s : s.epoch ≥ i}

10: while ∃E : |{s ∈ N : s.history(i) = E}| ≥ f + 1 do
11: H ← H ∪ {〈i, E〉}
12: N ← N \ {s : s.history(i) 6= E}
13: N ← N \ {s : s.epoch = i}
14: i← i+ 1
15: return (S,H, i− 1)

16: function DPO.EPOCHINC(h)
17: call EpochInc(h) in f + 1 different servers.

server. Obviously, client processes do not know if they are
contacting a Byzantine or correct process, so a client protocol
is required to encapsulate the details of the distributed system.
We describe now such a client protocol inspired by the one
for DSO [5], which involves the exchange of several more
messages than contacting a single server with a request. We
later describe a more efficient “try and check” alternative.

The general idea of the client protocol is to interact with
enough servers to guarantee that some are correct and ensure
the desired behavior. The Setchain API has methods that wait
for a result (Get) and methods that do not require a response
(EpochInc and Add). Alg. 4 shows the client protocol. To
guarantee contacting at least one correct server, we need to
send f + 1 messages. Note that each message may trigger
different broadcasts.

The wrapper algorithm for function Get can be split in
two parts. First, the protocol contacts 3f + 1 nodes, and
waits for at least 2f + 1 responses (f Byzantine servers
may refuse to respond). The response from server s is
(s.the_set, s.history, s.epoch). The protocol then com-
putes S as those elements known to be in the_set by at least
f + 1 servers (which includes at least one correct server). To
compute H , the code goes incrementally epoch by epoch as
long as at least f + 1 servers within the set N (which is
initialized with all the servers that responded with non-empty
histories) agree on a set E of elements in epoch i. If f + 1
servers agree that E is the set of elements in epoch i, this is
indeed the case. We also remove from N those servers that
either do not know more epochs or that incorrectly reported
something different than E. Once this process ends, the sets
S and H , and the latest processed epoch are returned. It is
guaranteed that history ⊆ the_set.

We also present an alternative faster optimistic client. In
this approach correct servers sign cryptographically a hash of
the set of elements in an epoch, and insert this hash in the
Setchain as an element. Clients only perform a single Add(e)
request to one server, hoping it will be a correct server. After
waiting for some time, the client invokes a Get from a single
server (which again can be Byzantine) and check whether e is
in some epoch signed by (at least) f+1 servers, in which case
the epoch is correct and e has been successfully inserted and
stamped. Note that this requires only one message per Add
and one message per Get.

VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We presented a novel distributed data-type, called Setchain,
that implements a grow-only set with epochs, and tolerates
Byzantine server nodes. We provided a low-level specification
of desirable properties of Setchains and presented three dis-
tributed implementations, where the most efficient one uses



Byzantine Reliable Broadcast and RedBelly set Byzantine
consensus. Our preliminary empirical evaluation suggests that
the performance of inserting elements in Setchain is three
orders of magnitude faster than with consensus.

Future work includes developing the motivating applications
listed in the introduction, for example, mempool logs using
Setchains, and L2 faster optimistic rollups. We will also study
how to equip blockchains with Setchain (synchronizing blocks
and epochs) to allow smart-contracts to access the Setchain.
An important problem to solve is how clients of the Setchain
pay for the usage (even if a much smaller fee than for the
blockchain itself).

Setchain may be used to implement a solution to front-
running. Mempools encode information about what it is about
to happen in blockchains, so anyone observing them can pre-
dict the next operations to be mined, and take actions to their
benefit. Front-running is the action of observed transaction
request and maliciously inject transactions to be executed
before the observed ones [9], [30] (by paying a higher fee
to a miner). Setchain can be used to detect front-running
since it can serve as a basic mechanism to build a mempool
that is efficient and serves as a log of requests. Additionally,
Setchains can be used as a building block to solve front-
running where users encrypt their requests using a multi-
signature decryption scheme, where participant decrypting
servers decrypt requests after they are chosen for execution
by miners once the order has already been fixed.

Our Setchain exploits a specific partial orders that relaxes
the total order imposed by blockchains. As future we will
explore other partial orders and their uses, for example,
federations of Setchain, one Setchain per smart-contract, etc.

There are also interesting problems for foundational fu-
ture work. Alg. Fast shows that Byzantine tolerant building
blocks do not compose efficiently, because each building is
pessimistic and does not exploit the fact that when building
a correct sever, the client of the Byzantine tolerant building
block is correct. Also, our analysis shows that Byzantine
behavior of server nodes can be modeled by a collection of
simple interactions with BRB and SBC, so it is possible to
model all Byzantine behavior to simplify reasoning.
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